Prognostic significance of ambulatory blood pressure in hypertensive patients with history of cardiovascular disease.
To assess the prognostic significance of nighttime and daytime blood pressure (BP), their ratio and the nighttime dipping pattern for mortality and recurrent cardiovascular (CV) events in patients with CV disease at baseline. The prognostic value of ambulatory BP has not been reported in hypertensive patients with a history of CV disease. We performed a meta-analysis on individual data of 302 patients with hypertension and CV disease from three prospective studies performed in Europe. Age of the patients averaged 69+/-9 years; 50% were men and 62% were under antihypertensive treatment at the time of ambulatory BP monitoring. Office, daytime and nighttime BP averaged 161+/-20/86+/-12, 144+/-16/83+/-11 and 132+/-18/72+/-12 mmHg. Total follow-up time amounted to 2049 patient--years. Multivariable Cox regression analysis revealed that nighttime BP, but not daytime BP significantly predicted CV mortality (P< or =0.05) and major CV events (P< or =0.01) after adjustment for office BP and other confounders. When both nighttime and daytime BP were entered into the models, the predictive power of nighttime BP remained significant (P< or =0.05); daytime BP did not add prognostic precision to nighttime BP. The systolic nightday BP ratio predicted all outcomes, and outcome was significantly worse in reverse dippers and nondippers than in dippers, both before and after adjustment for 24-h BP (P< or =0.05). Nighttime BP is the better predictor of death and recurrent CV events in hypertensive patients with a history of CV disease. The night-day BP ratio and the dipping pattern significantly predict outcome, even after adjustment for 24-h BP.